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Abstract
The Shrikhande graph is classically described in terms of a Galois ring of order 16 viewed as the
Eisenstein integers modulo 4. Codes over that ring (but for a different weight) give rise to Eisenstein
lattices, the theta series of which is expressed as a polynomial into three special theta series. As a
special case the theta series of a lattice obtained by the complex Construction B from quaternary
codes is derived.
© 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [10] some remarkable identities of theta series, including Jacobi’s quartic and
Borweins’ cubic [2], were derived by use of Construction Bc of lattices from codes. In the
present note we derive an explicit expression for the theta series of an Eisenstein lattice
obtained by Construction Bc from quaternary Hermitian self-dual codes. This expression
is not given in [9]. Our result requires the three q-series:
A(q) =
∑
m,n∈Z
q2(m
2+mn+n2)
B(q) =
∑
m,n∈Z
(−1)m−nqm2+mn+n2
C(q) =
∑
m,n∈Z
q2((m+1/2)2+(m+1/2)n+n2).
These three functions occurred recently in the construction of quadratic iterations for
the computation of π [4]. Note that, letting q = exp(π√−1z), yields A(q) = φ0(z),
C(q) = φ1(z) with the φ0, φ1 of [9]. We will need the following relations from the two
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references [4, 9].
A(q)2 = B(q)2 + C(q)2 (1)
B(q) = A(q2) − C(q2) (2)
A(q) = A(q4) + 3C(q4) (3)
A(q) = ϑ3(q2)ϑ3(q6) + ϑ2(q2)ϑ2(q6) (4)
B(q) = ϑ4(q)ϑ4(q3) (5)
C(q) = ϑ2(q2)ϑ3(q6) + ϑ3(q2)ϑ2(q6) (6)
where the ϑ’s are the classical Jacobian theta functions, the definition of which is recalled
below. We claim that
A(q)2 = A(
√q)2 + 3B(q)2
4
C(q)2 = A(
√q)2 − B(q)2
4
We shall use codes over a Galois ring (in the sense of [7]) with residue field F4. This ring
appears here as a quotient of the Eisenstein integers by the ideal (4), just like F4 occurred
in [9] as a quotient of the Eisenstein integers by the ideal (2). The underlying additive
group of that ring of order 16 enters the Cayley graph description of the Shrikhande graph,
a strongly regular graph familiar to Seidel [3]. We leave as an open problem to the diligent
reader to derive new identities of theta series from our results.
2. Notations and definitions
2.1. Rings
The Galois ring R := G R(4, 2) of order 16 and characteristic 4 is the unique degree 2
Galois extension of Z4 [7]. We may regard that ring as Z4[α] where α satisfies the quadratic
X2 + X + 1 = 0. Let F4 denote the unique finite field of order 4. Similarly, we may regard
this field as F2[ω] where ω satisfies the same polynomial but read off in F2. We shall
assume that α is mapped to ω by reduction mod 2. In fact the quotient R/2R is isomorphic
to F4. Let T denote the Teichmuller representatives of the cosets of 2R into R.
T = {0, 1, α, α2}.
We have the 2-adic expansion R = T +2T . For convenience let T ∗ = T −0. In the sequel,
we sometimes identity F4 with T and α with ω. For a quick introduction to Galois rings of
characteristic 4 see [6].
2.2. Weights
The Cayley graph over the additive group of R with generators S := ±T ∗ is a well-
known [3, p. 105] strongly regular graph of degree 6 called Shrikhande after its discoverer.
We define the Shrikhande weight wS(x) of an element x of R as its distance to 0 in this
graph. Namely wS(x) = 1 for x ∈ S, wS(0) = 0 and wS(x) = 2 for x ∈ R∗ − S.
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To compute the theta series of Eisenstein lattices we need to introduce a refinement
of that weight. Consider the orbits of R under multiplication by −α (an element of
order 6).
T0 = 0S = {0}
T1 = S = {±1,±α,±(α + 1)}
T2 = 2S = {2, 2α, 2α + 2}
T3 = (α − 1)S = {±(α − 1),±(2α − 1),±(α + 2)}.
Note that |T1| = |T3| = 6 and that |T2| = 3. Define the lattice weight wL(x) of x ∈ Rn as
0, 1, 4, 3 if x ∈ respectively T0, T1, T2, T3. The motivation for this definition is explained
in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
2.3. Codes
By an R-code of length n we shall mean an R-submodule of Rn . There is a natural
conjugation on R which fixes Z4 and swaps α and −1 − α. Formally
∀a, b ∈ Z4, a + αb = a − b − αb.
We can define the Hermitian scalar product on Rn as the natural scalar product induced by
the Hermitian scalar product of Cn that is∑
i
xi yi .
The lattice weight on Rn is obtained by adding the contribution of each coordinate
wL(x) =
∑
i
wL(xi ).
The minimum weight of a code C is
wS(C) := min{wS(x) | x ∈ C & x = 0}.
The composition of a vector x ∈ Rn say ni (x) i = 0, 1, 2, 3 is the number of entries in x
of Ti . For instance wL(x) = n1(x)+4n2(x)+3n3(x). The symmetrized weight enumerator
(swe) of a code C is then defined as
sweC(a, b, c, d) =
∑
x∈C
an0(x)bn1(x)cn2(x)dn3(x).
2.4. 3-modular lattices
A lattice L is defined as -modular if its dual L∗ is mapped into L by a similitude of
norm  [8]. In particular A2 is 3-modular. The root lattice A2 is equivalent to the hexagonal
lattice scaled to have norm 2 [5]. In other words A2 ∼=
√
2E where E := Z[ρ] stands for
the ring of Eisenstein integers. To every R-code we attach an E-lattice by the following
rule. Define construction AR in Forney symbolic notation as
AR(C) = 1√
2
(C + 4En).
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The Eisenstein lattice obtained by Construction A from an R-code inherits important
properties (modularity, norm) from the code properties (self-duality, lattice weight).
Theorem 2.1. If C is a self-dual code of length n then the real image of AR(C) is a
3-modular lattice of real dimension 2n and of norm
min(8, wL(C)/2).
Proof. The modularity follows by the modularity of A2. In the norm statement the 8 comes
from the inverse image of zero by reduction modulo 4, and the use of the lattice weight is
justified by the fact that all cosets in the same Ti have the same minimum norm, which is
easily computed in PARI, to be 3 for T3 and 4 for T2. 
Example. n = 1 and C = 2R yields consistently wL((2)) = 4 when AR((2)) = A2 a
3-modular lattice of norm 2.
Construction AR subsums two classical cases:
• If C = 2Q with Q an Hermitian self-dual F4 code of length n we recover, up to
normalization, Construction A of [9]. Let A4(Q) denote AR(C), in that case.
• If C = Q + 2Pn with Q an Hermitian self-dual F4 code and Pn the single parity-
check code of length n over F4 we recover, up to normalization, Construction B
of [9]. Let B4(Q) denote AR(C), in that case.
3. Theta series
To compute the theta series of a lattice AR(C) as a function of sweC we need to define
some auxiliary theta series. We introduce the four quantities
θ0(q) =
∑
x∈4E
qx x
θ1(q) =
∑
x∈1+4E
qx x
θ2(q) =
∑
x∈2+4E
qx x
θ3(q) =
∑
x∈2+ρ+4E
qx x .
Then we can state a useful result (see [1]).
Proposition 3.1. If C ⊆ Rn is a code of length n, then the theta series of the lattice AR(C)
satisfies
θAR (C)(q
2) = sweC(θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3)(q).
Proof. The norm form on Eisenstein integers is preserved under multiplication by a unit
of Q(√−3). Since −ρ is a unit the cosets of 4E into E corresponding to a same orbit
Ti have the same theta series. The assertion follows by specializing the complete weight
enumerator to the swe. 
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Example. For n = 1 and C = 2R the swe is a + 3c. The lattice is A2. Using Lemma 3.4
below yields Eq. (3) anew.
Two important theorems are the theta series for Constructions A and B respectively.
The first theorem appears in [9, Section 6, Theorem 7].
Theorem 3.2 ([9]). If Q is an Hermitian self-dual F4 code then
θA4(Q)(q) = WQ(A, C)(q2).
The second theorem is new or at least unpublished [9].
Theorem 3.3. If Q is an Hermitian self-dual F4 code then
θB4(Q)(q) =
1
4
(
tweQ
(
A(q4), 2C(q4) + 2
√
B(q8)2 − B(q4)2, 2C(q4)
−
√
B(q8)2 − B(q4)2
)
+ 3tweQ
(
B(q8), 0,
√
B(q8)2 − B(q4)2
))
where tweQ(w, x, y) = cweQ(w, x, y, y).
Proof (Cf. the Proof of Lemma 4 in [10]). The polynomial sweQ+2Pn can be obtained
from the joint weight enumerator of Q and Pn by the change of variables x00 = a, x0,1 =
x0,ω = x0,ω2 = c and
x10 = x1,1 = x1,ω = x1,ω2 = xω,0 = xω2,0 = b,
the remaining 6 variables being put equal to d . This substitution is based on the 2-adic
expansion of R and its partition in Shrikhande weight classes Ti . To evaluate that joint w.e.
let the group of additive characters of F4 act on the variables of the joint w.e. of Q and
Fn4 by the rule ψxi j = ψ( j)xi j . To compute the latter w.e. let xi =
∑
j∈F4 xi j in the cwe
of Q. We get
sweQ+2Pn(a, b, c, d) = 14 (tweQ(a + 3c, 4b, b + 3d) + 3tweQ(a − c, 0, b − d)).
The result follows upon applying the preceding theorem, combined with the relations (2)
and (3) of the Introduction, and the expressions for the θi to be found in the forthcoming
lemmas. 
We proceed to express the θi ’s as functions of A, B, C . Denote by N(m, n) :=
m2 + mn + n2 the norm form xx for x = m − nρ. Observe that for all real λ’s we have
N(λm, λn) = λ2 N(m, n) and N(m, n) = N(n, m). We need the 16 theta series
(i, j) :=
∑
m,n∈Z
q N(4m+i,4m+ j ).
(It can be shown that there are only four distincts such.) We begin with an easy lemma.
Lemma 3.4.
θ0(q) = A(q8)
θ2(q) = C(q8).
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Proof. Since N(4m, 4n) = 8[2(N(m, n))], we see that
θ0(q) = (0, 0) = A(q8).
Similarly N(4m + 2, 4n) = 8[2(N(m + 1/2, n))] yields
θ2(q) = (2, 0) = C(q8). 
To treat the remaining θ1 and θ3, we shall require the Jacobian ϑ’s.
ϑ2(q) =
∑
n∈Z
q(n+1/2)2
ϑ3(q) =
∑
n∈Z
qn
2
ϑ4(q) =
∑
n∈Z
(−1)nqn2 .
Lemma 3.5.
θ1(q) = ϑ2(q4)ϑ3(q12)/2
θ3(q) = ϑ2(q12)ϑ3(q4)/2.
Proof. To prove the first assertion observe that θ1 = (1, 0). Reducing the norm form into
squares we get
N(4m + 1, 4n) = (4m + 2n + 1)2 + 12n2,
and split (1, 0) into two parts according to the parity of n:
(1, 0) =
∑
m
q(4m+1)2
∑
n∈2Z
q12n
2 +
∑
m
q(4m+3)2
∑
n∈2Z+1
q12n
2
.
The proof of the first assertion follows upon noticing that
∑
m q
(4m+1)2 = ∑m q(4m+3)2,
and factoring it out in the preceding sum of sums.
The proof of the second assertion is similar. 
We can now express the theta’s as functions of A, B, C by transiting through the ϑ’s.
Lemma 3.6.
θ1(q) + θ3(q) = C(q2)/2
θ1(q)θ3(q) = A(q
2)2 − B(q4)2
16
.
Proof. Follows upon expressing both sides as functions of the three Jacobian
functions. 
This reduces eventually to the following
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Proposition 3.7.
θ1(q) = C(q
2) +√B2(q4) − B2(q2)
4
θ3(q) = C(q
2) −√B2(q4) − B2(q2)
4
.
Proof. Follows by solving a quadratic with roots θ1, θ3; notice that using relation (1) the
discriminant simplifies:
C(q2)2 − A(q2)2 + B(q4)2 = B(q4)2 − B(q2)2.
The sign before the surd is chosen by q-expanding (electronically) both sides. 
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